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Xcel Energy completes New Mexico-Texas power link
New 37-mile transmission line boosts system reliability, capacity in Clovis, N.M., area
CLOVIS, N.M. (Oct. 4, 2016) – Xcel Energy has energized a new high-voltage transmission line across
the New Mexico-Texas state line that is supporting a growing economy in eastern New Mexico and West
Texas.
The new Curry-to-Bailey 115-kilovolt transmission line cost approximately $38 million and spans more
than 37 miles between the Curry County Substation east of Clovis, N.M., to the Bailey County Substation
south of Muleshoe, Texas.
The line is the result of a Southwest Power Pool study that identified a need for a stronger transmission
link in the area, based on power demand growth and grid reliability needs. The line is one of dozens of
new projects that make up Xcel Energy’s Power for the Plains multibillion-dollar grid improvement
initiative.
“Before this line was completed, we had only one 115-kilovolt line coming into the Bailey County
Substation,” said Donnie TeBeest, Xcel Energy project manager. “An outage on that one line could cause
reliability issues in the Bailey County and Muleshoe areas. The new line will improve system reliability in
not only those areas but also in the Clovis area as customer load growth and new generation resources
are added to the transmission grid in the region.”
Transmission lines move electricity from power generating sources into load centers such as towns and
industrial areas. At the substations, transformers lower the voltage before power is sent down lines in the
streets and alleys for distribution to customers.
More information on the Curry-to-Bailey line and other regional grid enhancement projects can be found
at www.powerfortheplains.com.
About Xcel Energy
Xcel Energy (NYSE: XEL) provides the energy that powers millions of homes and businesses across
eight Western and Midwestern states. Headquartered in Minneapolis, the company is an industry leader
in responsibly reducing carbon emissions and producing and delivering clean energy solutions from a
variety of renewable sources at competitive prices. For more information, visit xcelenergy.com or follow
us on Twitter and Facebook.

